Designed for
Exceptional
Performance,
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Low Maintenance
Cost

Patent
Pending

People, Capabilities and Systems
to Save Money and Increase Productivity
Company Profile
We’re the largest and most successful company in our field because we continually satisfy our
customers with the world’s best lubrication and pumping systems. For more than 90 years,
companies have relied on our technical and quality leadership, our world-class manufacturing
and customer service and our vast network of distributors and support facilities. Lincoln
develops new products and systems at research and development facilities in the U.S.,
Germany and India that provide global and regional application solutions.

Manufacturing
Lincoln builds precision lubrication equipment and components, state-of-the-art electronic
controls and the industry's top-performing pumping stations. Collaboration between our U.S.
and German engineers ensures our products are designed to be manufactured to Lincoln's
highest quality standards in one of our worldwide facilities.

Worldwide Services
With five technical support centers on three continents, and a global network of systems houses
and distributors supported by regional sales and service offices, our customers can always draw
on our worldwide resources.
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Proven Lincoln Quality
and Performance
Lincoln’s new PMV family of grease and oil
pumps represents more than 90 years of
high-quality engineering, technology and
manufacturing. The unique, modular design
of these pumps includes precision-machined
parts made with durable materials which
allows for a longer pump life.
Based on Lincoln’s proven PowerMaster III
air logic pump technology, PMV is a simple
design with few moving parts. This translates
to exceptional performance, long service life
and low maintenance cost.

“I like everything about
the new PMV pump. I like
the size, I like the sound
and I like the performance.”
Scott Wilson
Wilson/Rogers & Associates

• Simple design
• Precision-machined parts
• Reduced cost of ownership
for the life of the pump
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